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Gigaset N720 DM PRO - DECT manager - Multicell System

Product Name: Gigaset N720 DM PRO - DECT manager - Multicell System

Manufacturer: -

Model Number: N720DM-PRO

Please Note: This product has been discontinued. For an alternative, please see the other
Gigaset N870 IP PRO.

Gigaset N720 DM PRO - DECT manager - Multicell System
Please note: The Gigaset N720 IP PRO Base Station and Gigaset N720 DM PRO DECT manager
are two elements which make up the Gigaset N720 DECT IP Multicell System. Please purchase
both parts for the full IP Multicell System. The Gigaset N720 DM PRO - DECT manager - is part pf
the Gigaset Multicell System which consists of two elements: the N720 IP PRO, a base station,
and the N720 DM PRO, the DECT manager. 
Up to 20 base stations and 100 handsets can be connected to the DECT manager, enabling
wireless mobility with seamless handover and roaming in on-site communication. This allows
employees of small to medium businesses to benefit from cordless communication throughout the
entire office. Power over Ethernet ensures no need for additional plug points. The N720 DECT IP
Multicell System supports the latest generation of Gigaset DECT handsets, meaning users benefit
from mobility in communication with exceptional HD sound. Features 

ï¿½ Seamless handover and roaming
ï¿½ Up to 100 users / SIP accounts / handsets
ï¿½ Exceptional HD sound with HDSP&trade;1,2
ï¿½ Up to 20 base stations
ï¿½ Up to 30 parallel calls
ï¿½ 8 simultaneous calls per base (4 in G.722 HDSP&trade; mode)
ï¿½ Local network directory and public online directories (white and yellow pages)1
ï¿½ Email reader
ï¿½ Professional zero-touch auto-provisioning setup
ï¿½ Power over Ethernet

Note: Please refer to the Multicell DECT Detailed Comparison Table for more information.Scalable
and future-proofThe N720 DECT IP Multicell System is expandable by up to 100 handsets and 20
base stations, allowing up to 30 parallel calls and 8 simultaneous calls per base station. A broad
range of compatible Gigaset handsets is available for different business requirements. And the
N720 DECT IP Multicell System guarantees interoperability with future generations of Gigaset
handsets.Easy setup, configuration and connectivityThe N720 DECT IP Multicell System is perfect
to use with the Gigaset T500 PRO and T300 PRO IP PBX systems, which off Computer
Telephony Integration (CTI), zero-touch auto-provisioning and best interoperability. The intuitive
web-based interface, XML-based configuration files, provider profiles and support of standard
protocols make configuration extremely quick and easy. The DECT Multicell System is also
compatible with other IP PBX systems and can be linked to IP Centrex providers. The N720 SPK
PRO (Site Planning Kit) is recommended for the planning of large deployments.  Business
productivityWith direct access to corporate and public online directories, managing contacts is
easy &ndash; even while on the move. User can access online information and receive text
messages via the email reader. Professional HD sound Exceptional HDSP&trade;1,2 sound on
the N720 DECT IP PRO adds business efficiency: superb and clear wideband audio technology
makes calls sound like face-to-face meetings.Broad range of Gigaset handsetsSelect from a
broad range of compatible Gigaset handsets tailored to your business needs &ndash; from
elegant to ruggedized. High-quality and thorough testing ensure endurance for everyday use.
Users benefit from the visually attractive user interfaces of the new generation of Gigaset
handsets, brilliant sound and innovative features.
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Gigaset N720 DM PRO - DECT manager - Multicell System

Siemens Gigaset DECT Base Station Comparison Table

Please Enquire

Options available for Gigaset N720 DM PRO - DECT manager - Multicell System :

Power Supply Required?
None - Using PoE, UK PSU required (+£12.80).
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